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Management Commitment

The key to creating a sustainable 
company lies in listening to 
the “voice of society” and ref lecting it
in our business activities. 



In the midst of the unprecedented financial crisis that hit the

world recently, there were predictions that many corporations

would scale back their corporate social responsibility (CSR) initia-

tives. However, that turned out not to be true. On the contrary,

numerous leading companies in Europe and North America have

reinforced their CSR activities and started to incorporate CSR

into their core businesses. Indeed, the financial crisis seems to have

provided the catalyst enabling CSR to attain new levels that previ-

ously were beyond reach. This demonstrates that the concept of

sustainability, which plays a key role in CSR, is now highlighted

as a central theme in the new management order in the aftermath

of the financial crisis. It also underscores the increasing number of

companies adopting sustainability in their growth strategies. 

It goes without saying that a company must listen to the “voice

of its customers.” However, the world is beset with various chal-

lenges, such as issues related to the environment, poverty, human

rights, education, food, and population. A company that disre-

gards these challenges runs the risk of eroding its customer base. If

we treat the “voice of society” as a call to solve these various social

challenges, then the “voice of society” will evolve into the “voice

of customers.” Companies have started to recognize that taking

the pursuit of sustainability seriously is linked to the development

of long-term business strategies. 

Sumitomo Trust has consistently placed CSR at the center of

its business strategies since it started CSR in 2003. Furthermore,

Business Innovation, as the first of “the Five Paths for Enhancing

Corporate Value,” which is also the editorial policy of the CSR

report, responds to the “voice of society,” and illustrates our

efforts to develop sustainability-oriented businesses that help solve

social issues. We, at Sumitomo Trust, intend to grow sustainability-

oriented businesses into our future earnings foundation. 

Reflecting in business activities the “voice of society,” which has

yet to be manifested, however, requires the creation of new mar-

kets. In particular, environmental problems and other growing

issues that transcend national boundaries necessitate initiatives

based on global perspectives. Naturally, this process will take some

time. In the sustainability business, we must not be bound by

domestic-oriented thinking. Rather, we must demonstrate leader-

ship and embrace a long-term strategy of creating new markets. 

With these thoughts in mind, we created two new Socially

Responsible Investment (SRI) funds—China Stock SRI Fund and

Biodiversity SRI Fund—as part of our CSR initiatives in the year

ended March 2010. These funds are at the leading edge of a field

that will gain more and more international attention in the

future, a source of pride for Sumitomo Trust. Moreover, these

funds are earning high acclaim, not only in Japan but also overseas.

In April 2010, meanwhile, we established a dedicated department in

charge of environmentally-friendly property, which handles various

ongoing tasks. These include holding a study group on sustainable

property that brings together diverse stakeholders, as well as dis-

seminating information to overseas investors via the United

Nations Environment Programme Finance Initiative (UNEP FI).

Our policy here is to contribute to the formation of an environmen-

tally-friendly property market while at the same time establishing a

new business field for Sumitomo Trust. 

Seeking to further refine its sustainability business strategies,

Sumitomo Trust has recently become a member of Business for

Social Responsibility (BSR). We wish to work together with BSR

not only at the business level but also with respect to nurturing

global CSR personnel. Our most crucial task is to listen to the

“voice of society” and foster highly sensitive human resources who

can incorporate social issues into business development. 

Sumitomo Trust has reached a final agreement on the manage-

ment integration with Chuo Mitsui Trust Holdings, Inc. in April

2011. The new group has established a code of conduct (values) to be

observed by all executives and employees. One rule of the code calls

for “Contribution to Society—Dedication and Development,” which

means, “We will remain dedicated to all our efforts, with a ‘Frontier

Spirit,’ and will continue to contribute to society.” After the manage-

ment integration as well, the new group’s commitment to addressing

the “voice of society” through CSR initiatives will remain unchanged. 

This is our final CSR Report as the Sumitomo Trust &

Banking Group. Nevertheless, next year and beyond, we will con-

tinue deploying the social and public welfare attributes unique to

trust banks, which both groups have cultivated. In the process, we

will advance our CSR activities in a more bold and global manner,

and we will strive to convey our progress to all stakeholders.
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